Same Day Dispatch Services Ltd
Information Guide

Contact Information
Head Office: Dalton House, 60 Windsor Avenue, London, SW19 2RR
Registered in England No: 7998607 | Registered Office: (As above)
Telephone: +44 (0) 845 226 2994 Fax: +44 (0) 845 226 8550
Email: operations@samedaydispatch.uk.com
Website: www.samedaydispatch.uk.com

Welcome to Same Day Dispatch Services Ltd and thank you for your interest. We have
produced this guide to help you with our service offerings. We hope you find it useful and if
you have any questions whatsoever please do not hesitate to contact us.

Services Available
We have a comprehensive range of delivery options to choose from:

UK Same Day Delivery
Same Day Dispatch Services Ltd operates a pro-active
approach door to door same-day service across UK and
Ireland with a level of service that is second to none.
We are able to tap into the immediate resources of 120
depots and over 2,500 delivery vehicles providing a
comprehensive same-day service in both the home delivery
sector and business-to-business market.
We have a range of vehicles for you to choose from that
include motorbikes, small vans, transit vans, 7.5 ton vehicles
(curtain side & hard side) right up to articulated lorries
available at short notice for full or part load consignments.
For the utmost time critical, long distance deliveries, we can
fly your consignment to its destination with or without an onboard courier, on a next flight
out basis, using our trusted and dedicated air network partners.




Local, nationwide – ready to collect within minutes
Cost-effective pricing structure
Full consignment status information and delivery confirmation

UK Overnight
When your package has to get there, secure next-day services are the logical choice. You
have six options:
Next Working Day before 9.30AM
This is an early bird service for the
start of the next working day.
Next Working Day before 10.30AM
This mid-morning service is ideal for
time critical deliveries when there isn’t
someone to receive your consignment
before 9.30am.
Next Working Day before 12.00 NOON
Delivery for the morning of the next
working day, which combines speed
with value for money.

Next Working Day
Collection today for delivery before close of play tomorrow.
Saturday
Collection on Friday for Saturday delivery, including all timed options.
Offshore
Consignments sent to, or collected from, the Isle of Man, Channel Islands, Isles of
Scilly & the Scottish Islands can only be collected from or delivered to the UK
Mainland. The transit time for these areas is 2 Working Days (non-guaranteed) and
subject to the availability of cross-water transportation.

International Docs & Parcel Services
Same Day Dispatch Services Ltd offer a comprehensive shipping solution to any country
worldwide. With our network of specialist carriers we offer the very best service to all parts
of the globe.
All our services are independent which gives us greater
flexibility to choose the most reliable and cost effective way
of shipping your consignment. We can also incorporate later
collection times designed to exactly meet your business
needs - not ours.
Express


Express time definite, door-to-door customs-cleared
delivery service for documents and packages.



Premium upgrades available by 09:00 & 12:00 the
next morning to major cities.

Economy


Day specific, door-to-door delivery for less urgent consignments offering costeffective delivery to EU countries within two to four days and to the rest of the
world within two to six days.

Import Service


Customs-cleared worldwide import services operating from over 70 key countries.

Specialised Services
These services are tailored to suit your every need. For example, we can arrange for a
dedicated vehicle to collect your consignment and take it direct to the airline for onward
flight to its destination where we will have a vehicle on standby to collect it and drive
direct to its destination. This service is available in part or whole to most countries in the
world.
Bespoke Services
Out of hours collections as well as same-day deliveries to Europe, USA and Canada are just
some of the many specialised tailor made services Same-day Dispatch Services can
provide.

Onboard Couriers
When your consignment is of a sensitive or critical nature, our Onboard Courier
Service means one of our team will personally take your consignment by hand and deliver
it to the consignee. This is the ultimate delivery system!

European Freight Services

Scheduled Sea Freight services


Scheduled Sea Freight services to and from most major European Commercial
Centres on a daily basis. Regular (2-3 times a week) to other areas.

In addition to scheduled services we also provide a range of special services including:




Timed deliveries.
Full trailer loads and bespoke delivery services are available when required.
Central-hubbing - whereby consignments are trunked to two central hubs for
loading aboard appropriate road freighters. Central hubbing enables us to schedule
our services to Europe.

Euro-partner network
All Euro-services are provided in association with carefully selected, dedicated partners.

International Freight Services
Comprehensive Freight Forwarding of any type, size of cargo or consignment by air or sea
to and from anywhere in the world.



Air Freight Service – Please contact us for spot prices
Sea Freight Service – Please contact us for spot prices

We work closely with our trusted partners that have facilities located at or near the
following UK airports:





Heathrow
Manchester
East Midlands
Bournemouth

And at the following sea ports:






Liverpool
Bristol
Felixstowe
Immingham
Glasgow

Complete Service
Covering everything from small, time-sensitive consignments through commodities to
major project cargoes.
World wide network
Independent freight partners in over 50 countries and 17 US States and approximately 200
cities throughout the world.
Import/Export
Service backed by full logistics capability - container loading/devanning, computer
controlled storage and delivery to any point in UK or Europe.

Parcel Size & Weight Restrictions
All weights are subject to dimensional weight calculations. Please refer to page 7 for advice and
further information.

Note: Major domestic appliances or otherwise known as white goods such as refrigerators,
freezers, dishwashers, cookers, clothes dyers & washing machines are not permitted on our
UK & International document & parcel services. We are also unable to deliver mattresses.
UK Overnight Docs & Parcel Services
No single item can be accepted which exceeds any of the following criteria:
(Length – longest horizontal dimension. Width – measured at right angles to length. Height
– highest position from ground).
UK & Scottish Isles

Northern Ireland

Length: 3.6m (12ft)
Width: 1.8m (6ft)
Height: 2.1m (7ft)
Weight: 50kg

Length: 2.0m (6.5ft)
Width: 1.5m (5ft)
Height: 1.5m (5ft)
Weight: 50kg

Isle of Man

Channel & Scilly Isles

Length: 0.6m (2ft)
Width: 0.6m (2ft)
Height: 0.6m (2ft)
Weight: 30kg

Length: 1.2m (4ft)
Width: 1.2m (4ft)
Height: 1.2m (4ft)
Weight: 50kg

For a collection in the following postcodes, 24 hours notice is required: AB, IV1-32, 36, 40,
52-54, KW, PH19-26, 30-41, ZE.
Home Delivery & Booking In
Same Day Dispatch Services Ltd cannot guarantee on time delivery to private addresses or
to organisations that require a booking in procedure.

International Docs & Parcels
The maximum allowed weight per parcel is 50kg and the maximum allowed dimensions are
2.4 (L) x 1.2 (W) x 1.8m (H) inside Europe & South East Asia and 1.8 (L) x 1.2 (W) x 1.5m
(H) for all others. The maximum allowed consignment weight is 1000kg inside Europe and
South East Asia and 500kg for all others.

Additional Charges
By entering the weight and dimensions on our booking system you are paying for transit
only, based on the information provided. If the goods prove to be heavier or larger than
the initial information given, you will be required to pay for the additional weight. You may
also be charged an administration fee.
Fuel Surcharges
The international amounts contained on the price list are subject to fuel supplements which
are adjusted monthly in line with the change in Brent Crude spot prices. Up to date
supplements can be obtained at http://www.samedaydispatch.uk.com/surcharges.php
whereby you will see listed our two services being International Express and International
Economy. When you have located the current surcharge percentage for the service
required, simply enter it into the relevant Fuel Surcharge box on the price list and the
prices will update accordingly.
Out of Area
When establishing costs for an international movement, we recommend you check that the
collection and/or delivery area code is not in a remote or less-accessible location. To
verify, please refer to the ‘Intl Out Of Area’ PDF located on your login. If an out of area
code is listed, simply click to place to tick in the Out of Area box on the price list and the
prices will update accordingly.
Goods collected and/or delivered to remote areas, either within the UK or Internationally,
may well be subject to additional delays. If you have any concerns about timings for
collection or delivery please contact customer services.
Spot Quotes
To obtain costs for international timed deliveries, imports, freight movements, oversized or
awkward items, please contact customer services who will be pleased to assist.
Saturday Deliveries
Saturday delivery options are possible but are not guaranteed. Please call customer
services to find out if this option is available for your consignment and what extra costs are
involved.
Incorrect Address
If we are unable to deliver a shipment because of an incorrect address we will make all
reasonable efforts to find the correct address. We will notify you of the correction and
deliver or attempt to deliver the shipment to the correct address. Additional charges may
apply.
Undeliverable & Rejected Shipments
Where we are unable to complete the delivery of a shipment we will try to leave a notice at
the receivers address stating that delivery has been attempted and the whereabouts of the
shipment. If delivery has not been made after one more attempt by us or the receiver
refuses to accept delivery we will try to contact you and agree the appropriate next action.
Additional charges will apply for costs we may incur in forwarding, disposing of or
returning the shipment or for making a third or more delivery attempt.

This applies to our UK Next Day and International services. Similar conditions such as
failed pickups, re-deliveries, dead mileage and waiting time surcharges will be levied
against our Same Day and freight forwarding services if applicable. These charges vary
according to vehicle type, distance travelled and time of collection.
All costs accrued are levied against the card held on file or used to make the transaction.
If you require further clarification, please contact customer services on 0845 226 2994.
Customs Clearance
Unless specified, in writing, any quotes for service are for the transit of goods only. Sameday Dispatch Services has no control, whatsoever, regarding Customs queries or charges
that may arise from the carriage of goods. Any additional Customs charges must be paid
by, either, the Sender or the Receiver prior to delivery or when the delivery is made. Same
Day Dispatch Services Ltd reserve the right to pass these charges on to the person who
has placed the order.
Goods that exceed a value of £1,000 may be further delayed as they could require
additional documentation for clearance. In such an instant, you will be contacted to
provide the relevant documentation. In the event that the goods can not be cleared due to
lack of proper documentation and the delivery is returned, you will also be required to pay
for the return delivery. n, and it becomes necessary to return the delivery, you will also be
required to pay for the return delivery.
Late Bookings
For UK Overnight and International services, if a collection is required on the same-day
that your booking is made, your booking must be placed by 12:30 to avoid further costs.
If your booking is placed after 12:30 for same-day collection, it will be classed as a special
arrangement and will incur a surcharge. For further information please contact customer
services on 0845 226 2994.
For UK & Ireland Pallet services, if a collection is required on the same-day that your
booking is made, your booking must be placed by 10:30 to avoid further costs. If your
booking is placed after 10:30 for same-day collection, it will be classed as a special
arrangement and will incur a surcharge. For further information please contact customer
services on 0845 226 2994.

Other Useful Information
Customs Documentation
All non-document consignments sent to or delivered from the Channel Islands, and
countries that exist outside the European Union, will require a customs document
completed by the sender or a responsible official of the exporting firm. This is a legal
requirement.
If
you
do
not
have
one
of
these,
please
go
to
http://www.samedaydispatch.uk.com/customsform.php and complete then print our online
form.
Dimensional Weight Guidance
Same Day Dispatch Services Ltd pricing is based on certain assumptions on how much
space relative to weight is required on vehicles, aircraft & vessels to carry our customer’s
consignments. Therefore, dimensional weight (see below for how to calculate this) will be
applied on all our consolidated delivery services where the volume of any item exceeds its
actual weight.
It is therefore recommended that you calculate the dimensional weight for every item that
you send and then compare this to its actual weight. The greater weight of the two is used
to calculate the price that we charge you.

Dimensional weight is calculated using the formula below:
Domestic: In centimetres. L x W x H then divide by 4242
International Economy: In centimeters. L x W x H then divide by 4000
International Express: In centimeters. L x W x H then divide by 5000
Air Freight: In centimeters. L x W x H then divide by 6000
Sea Freight: In centimeters. L x W x H then divide by 6000
Obtaining proof of delivery
Proof of delivery requests for all consignments can be obtained using the following
methods:
Email: pods@samedaydispatch.uk.com
Fax: 0845 226 8550
Tel: 0845 226 2994
Value Added Tax
All prices in our tariff exclude VAT and this will be applied at the prevailing rate for goods
shipped within the European Union.
Opening Hours

Customer service is open Monday to Friday (excluding UK public holidays) 08:00 – 18:00.
However, a 24/7 service is available on request.

Insurance
Guidelines
Same Day Dispatch Services Ltd is a company providing a delivery service of quality and
reliability. We do not plan for failure but it is necessary to establish arrangements in case
failure occurs.
In the unlikely event of having to make a claim against Same Day Dispatch Services Ltd
for loss or damage to a consignment, we have set out the following guidelines for you to
follow.
All claims must be notified by completing our online claim notification form within 7 within
days after delivery of the shipment or within 7 days of the date the shipment should have
been delivered. The requested supporting documentation must then be received either by fax
to 0845 226 8550 or emailed to claims@samedaydispatch.uk.com within 21 days after the
commencement of transit as determined above.
A reference number will be generated and emailed to you on completion of any claim and
must be quoted in all correspondence.
Please note –
It is essential that goods must be signed for as ‘damaged’ when they are delivered, if that is
the case. If goods are signed for without written comment stating ‘damaged’, they are
deemed as being delivered ‘in good condition’ and you will not be able to proceed with any
claim.
In the event of damage, all packaging must be kept for inspection by Same Day Dispatch
Services Ltd or its appointed assessor. The goods must be available for inspection in the state
in which they were delivered. If the goods are repaired or if the packaging is not kept, no
consideration can be given to your claim.

Limitation of liability
The liability of the Carrier for loss of or damage to any Consignment using the Carrier’s
Time Critical, Non-Standard Economy & Out of Hours delivery services shall not exceed a
sum at the rate of £10 per kilogram on the gross weight of the goods up to a maximum of
£1000.
The liability of the Carrier for loss of or damage to any Consignment using the Carrier’s UK
Overnight delivery service shall be limited to a maximum of £15 per kilogram on the gross
weight of the goods up to a maximum of £150.00.
The liability of the Carrier for loss of or damage to any Consignment using the Carrier’s UK
& Ireland Freight delivery service shall be limited to a maximum of £1300 per tonne on the
gross weight of the goods up to a maximum of £150.00.
For International movements such as Exports, Imports & Overland deliveries the liability
will be restricted to the amount of cover provided by our nominated agent but not
exceeding £150.00.
Goods not covered
The following are high-risk items, because of their value, size and susceptibility to damage
and loss. It is, therefore emphasised that unless prior agreement has been obtained from
Same Day Dispatch Services Ltd the said goods will be carried at owners risk only:
Bullion, money, securities, deeds, bills of exchange, promissory notes, stamps, photographs
or their negatives, pictures, other works of art, designs, drawings, art work, documents of
title to property, negotiable documents, jewellery, precious stones, gold, silver, platinum and
other precious metals, non-ferrous metals other than in component form, antiques, watches,
valuables, furs, drugs, human remains, nuclear fuel or nuclear waste, cassettes, videos,
spirits, tobacco (other than raw leaf tobacco) and cigarettes, brittle/fragile/breakable articles
or livestock, plants or perishables, glass or items containing glass, mobile phones, computer
chips, computer monitors, computer hard-drives, laptop computers, televisions and television
screens or items of a like nature to any of the foregoing.

Useful Packaging Advice
Parcels
There are many packaging solutions for the protection of
your goods. As your parcel is transported, it may be
exposed to adverse environments caused by weather
conditions and transport vibrations, so correct packing is
vital.

External Packaging
Use a Corrugated Carton
Corrugated cartons are the most common and the most suitable way to pack your
consignments. Whenever possible use a new box. The more times a box is used, the more
it loses its original protective qualities, so a previously used box may not adequately
protect your consignment. If you must reuse a box, make sure it is rigid and in excellent
condition with no punctures, tears, rips or corner damage and that all flaps are intact.
Remove any labels and all other old markings from the box.
Double-wall corrugated cartons provide enhanced strength, which make them far more
suitable for the transport of heavy items.

Original Manufacturers Packaging
The original manufacturer's packaging is usually designed for shipments on pallets instead
of single piece consignments. Additionally, they are designed to ship the product once, not
a multiple number of times. Reusing the original equipment manufacturer's packaging to
send the item through parcel delivery network can increase the risk of product damage.
Only if the manufacturer’s box has been specially designed to withstand impact and is in
new condition should it be used by itself.
Double Boxing
An option that includes the use of original manufacturer's packaging is double boxing. All
electronic equipment should be double boxed. Always make sure that the original
packaging is in good condition and that the internal foam is not cracked or broken. Use a
new corrugated carton that is at least 15cm longer, wider and higher than the original
manufacturer's box. Fill the bottom of the new carton with at least 7cm of cushioning such
as loose fill expanded polystyrene 'peanuts' or other suitable material.
Do not use crumpled or shredded paper. The original manufacturer's box is placed on top
of the cushioning material and in the centre of the new carton, allowing for at le ast 7cm of
cushioning around the remaining five sides of the package. Fill the remaining empty space
in the package with more cushioning material.
Padded Bags
It is recommended that protective bags be used to send books, diskettes, videos etc.
Padded bags, using recycled paper fibres for protection and a heavy-duty kraft outer is a
common choice. A lightweight bag lined with bubble film on the inside to absorb impact is
recommended where a stronger bag is desired.
Secure Your Package
For the safety and security of your consignment, correct sealing of your box is just as
important as proper cushioning. A good seal will strengthen the box. To close a box
securely, do not use masking tape, cellophane tape, duct tape, string or paper over-wrap.
A strong polypropylene or PVC "box sealing" tape 5 cm or more in width should be used.
Internal Packaging
Provide Internal Protection:
It's important that you cushion the contents of your package properly. Please be sure that
you wrap each item separately. Fragile articles need both suitable separation from each
other and clearance from the corners and sides of the box. It is recommended that you
leave a space of at least 5cm between the outer container and the product inside.
This space should be filled with internal protection of some type. The following are the
most common purpose-made products to be found on the market:
Polyethylene Bubble Wrap
Made of pockets of air distributed on a plastic film. Designed to protect and
cushion lightweight items from shock, vibration and abrasion. Used in multiple
wraps and layers to ensure that the item is completely protected, especially on
corners and edges.
Polyethylene Foam
For wrapping delicate items where a soft non-abrasive and lightweight cushioning
material is required.

Inflatable packaging (air bags)
Used primarily as void-fill materials for lightweight items. Not recommended for
items with sharp corners or edges.
Loose fill expanded polystyrene "peanuts"
Used as a void filling material of cases and containers, for lightweight items.
Overfill the box with peanuts, gently close the flaps, and seal securely.
Do not use with flat or narrow products that may move to the edge or bottom of
the carton in transit Due to the shifting and settling properties of peanuts, it is
recommended that a minimum of three inches of cushioning be used around the
contents.
Engineered foam enclosures
Materials may include expanded polystyrene, polyethylene, polypropylene or
copolymers Enclosures should be pre-engineered for specific products.
Foam-in-Place
Foam-in-Place is formed by a chemical mixture that expands and forms a
protective mould around contents. The foam forms a mould around any product,
supports corners and protects edges.
Corrugated paper rolls and inserts
May be added to the package to increase strength and improve package
performance.
Crumpled kraft wrapping paper or newspaper
Used primarily as a void-fill material for light to medium weight, non-fragile items
and items that are suitable for such packing materials. Must be tightly crumpled.
Place at least 10 cm of paper between the item and outer box.
Cushion wrap
A single faced corrugated paper coated with cohesive. Ideal for packing of books,
CDs, videos, etc.
These packaging methods will protect your items from product-against-product
damage and shield them from the shock and vibration that can be transmitted
from the exterior of the box to its contents in transit. Make sure you use enough
cushioning material to ensure that the contents do not move when you shake the
container.
Note: Fragile objects such as electronics, glass and ceramics require special
packaging with added cushioning and/or a double box for safe carriage.
Liquids
Many liquid containers are not designed to endure the transit process, which
includes sorting impact, over-the-road vibration and other kinds of package
handling situations. The original manufacturer’s package is usually designed for
carriage on pallets, not single-piece consignments. All liquid containers must be
securely sealed in order to avoid leaks. Wrap the containers in an impermeable
material and add sufficient absorbent material to absorb the liquid in case of
breakage. Bottles should be separated using cushioning materials such as foam or
corrugated cardboard to prevent them touching each other and sealed in a plastic
bag to avoid damaging surrounding parcels.

Pallets
There are many packaging solutions for the protection
of your goods. As your pallet is transported, it may be
exposed to adverse environments caused by weather
conditions and transport vibrations, so correct packing
is vital.

External Packaging


Always use pallets that are in good condition and strong enough to support and
secure your products.



Do not overload a pallet with weight, height or volume as this can lead to the
pallet collapsing and / or your load moving.



Using Masonite sheets or similar products on the top of your pallet will provide
extra protection from other freight that may be loaded on top during transit.



When stacking cartons onto pallets, make sure they are packed tightly and tie
stacked from layer to layer. Avoid any overhang as this can put the freight at risk
of being exposed to potential damage from other loaded freight.



Where possible protect your products with some outer packaging (e.g. cardboard,
bubble wrap or plastic wrap) as this will prevent rubbing, scratching or marking
your product.



Banding or strapping is recommended for heavy items to secure them to the pallet.



Individual cartons should include the origin and destination address whenever
possible. Remove or mark through all old labels.

Where practical, use fragile or top load only stickers to identify and determine the best
means of safely transporting your freight.
Unconventional packing


When unconventional items are consigned it is recommended that alternative
packing methods are used to ensure safe handling and transport.



Items that cannot be lifted by a forklift should be clearly noted at the time of
booking. The freight should be marked in bold writing with correct lifting
instructions. These instructions must also be noted on the consignment note.

If specialised lifting equipment is required, please give advance notice to allow us to make
the correct arrangements. Please note that such provisions may incur additional charges.

